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This influence brings a
sudden desire to have more
money or a desire to make

money quickly. This can also
represent a letter or phone

call regarding money matters.
This influence is one of

impatience about money that
might cause you to get

involved in get rich quick
schemes of one kind or

another. Just be sure that
what you get involved in

doesn't cost you more than
it's worth. Oftentimes hurry
and impatience can cause

mistakes.

An unfaithful friend or lover
may be the cause of a

considerable emotional
disappointment during this
period. Unreliable friends or
associates can cause many
problems. The major lesson
is not to be so naive in your

friendships. You may find that
you are giving out your trust

and friendships before
knowing just who you are

giving them to. Some may not
be as they appear and do not

deserve the trust you are
bestowing upon them. See

others as they truly are.
Your other Venus Card may

tell you who or what the
emotional or personal

challenge is about.

Mars' aggressive nature will
cause you to be energetically
pursuing friendships and/or

lovers during this period.
Men may be more stimulating

at this time but in any case
you will be the initiator of

relationships. This stimulating
influence could help you

make new friends but guard
against emotional impatience

and an over-sensitive ego
that may thwart your own
desires to be with another.

This indicates that success
and satisfaction in business
and money matters can be

yours now. Laborious efforts
bring many good returns.

Your greatest success comes
through established

businesses and not through
risky investments,

speculation, or gambling. This
is one of the best influences
for your hard work paying off
in a big way. Expansion along

established lines and
association with established

businesses and professionals
is highlighted.

At this time you could be
feeling some limitation

brought about by the illness
or ill-fortune of someone

close to you, usually a good-
hearted young man. You

could feel obliged to give up
your personal desires to help

this man, and yet you feel
chained down, or limited in
some way. This influence

usually indicates a time when
difficult but necessary

sacrifices have to be made.
The other card in this same
period may give you more

details about what or who is
involved.

Be on the lookout for women
of the Hearts suit, especially
those who are younger or

who may be approaching you
from either a romantic or

creative point of view. These
are likely to prove

burdensome in some way
during this period.

Affairs to do with marriage, a
home, a house, or the

attainment of satisfaction in
your love life.

This could bring an
unexpected or unusual
marriage, possibly with
spiritual overtones. Also

possible are unusual social or
sexual involvements. Your
work sphere should be a

source of happiness now and
you may make a satisfactory
real estate deal under this

influence. Relationships with
co-workers are likely to be

very friendly and satisfying for
you at this time.

This also indicates that if you
are married, you and your
partner are allowing each
other the space to pursue
your individual goals and

plans this year. It is a great
connection for friendship and

unconditional love.
The net and overall result of

this period will be satisfaction
and contentment.

This period may bring a
secret journey, a secret

uncovered on a journey, or
secret information about a
distant interest. You have

strong intuition at this time
and perhaps a desire to

uncover things about the
past or past lives. This card

represents a desire to
uncover secrets about your
inner self and the mysteries
of the universe and can be a
motivating factor in getting
you involved in meaningful

study or practice.
This can also represent the

beginning of a job that takes
you in new directions. On the

spiritual level, this is one of
the most powerful influences
that exist. A desire to delve
into the deepest parts of

yourself are likely to be well
rewarded.
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This is a powerful energy of
applied wisdom guarantees
success in all your mental

pursuits this period and this
year. Your ability to

distinguish the truth from
illusion and to sort out the
myriad of details, seems

amazing. You can apply the
mind power of the ""King of
Knowledge"" to any mental

pursuit with success. You may
even take a leadership role at

work or in some mental
pursuit that sets you apart
from the crowd. Even your

intuition is running high now.

An unfaithful friend or lover
may be the cause of a

considerable emotional
disappointment during this
period. Unreliable friends or
associates can cause many
problems. The major lesson
is not to be so naive in your

friendships. You may find that
you are giving out your trust

and friendships before
knowing just who you are

giving them to. Some may not
be as they appear and do not

deserve the trust you are
bestowing upon them. See

others as they truly are.

This period will present a
financial challenge from an

investment, payment, or loss.
This could have been as the
result of a legal matter, an

argument, gambling or
speculation. Your own
aggressive nature and

impatience could have played
a major role in this. At the

root of any money problems
will be a fear of poverty and
attachment to money plans.
Take responsibility for your

core attitudes and you could
turn this adversity into
unexpected prosperity.

This period could bring you a
very beneficial business
partnership or one that

involves large amounts of
money.  This guarantees that

your most financially
successful areas will be in
partnerships not only this

period but for the entire year
to some extent. This card can

also indicate successful
business meetings. Get

consultation on all important
money decisions.

This is a powerful energy of
self-mastery will give you

what it takes to overcome any
health problems or other

difficulties that you may have
been dealing with this year.
By taking total responsibility
for your health and your life,

you will be in a position to
make some changes that will
have a positive impact. You
may find that you have to

work very hard now, but the
rewards of better health and
less problems will be worth it.
You are learning the secrets
about how to improve your
life from within, which is one

of the highest spiritual
achievements.

Be on the lookout for women
of the Spades suit, especially

those who you are
romantically involved with.
These are likely to prove

troublesome or burdensome
in some way during this

period.

This period may bring a
secret real estate transaction,
labor-related issue, or some
secret about your job. This is

an energy of ambition and
desire and thus people often

begin new jobs or careers
under it's influence. However,

for those on the spiritual
path, this card holds a deep
and mystical meaning that
may also apply at the same

time.
This can also mean a strong
desire for occult knowledge
or secret knowledge. A card
that represents psychic gifts,
you may even be motivated

to join a secret society or
organization during this

period. This card can
represent a powerful
religious or psychic

experience or a strong desire
for some specific work or

project.

No Second card for this day.
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